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A new generation of classroom studies

Kirsti Klette

Classroom observation studies used as a lens to understand the features of teaching and learning processes are part of a long tradition, whether internationally or in the Nordic countries. Starting in the late 1960s (see, for example, Jackson 1968; Flanders 1970; Brophy & Good 1974; Callewaert & Nilsson 1974; Borgnakke 1979), they have been seen as a more authentic (Nielsen 1985) and reliable way of understanding school and classroom learning. Since the early phase in the late 1960s, classroom research has been established to be a methodological approach that covers the full range of aspects that are central to classroom learning, such as communication processes and interaction patterns (Bellack et al. 1966; Sinclair & Coulthard 1992; Sahlström 1999; Cazden 2001; Andersson-Bakken & Klette 2015), functional classroom activities and instructional repertoires (Brophy & Good 1974; Doyle 1975; Lindblad & Sahlström 1999; Klette 2004 & 2015), and students’ role and identities (Nielsen 1988; Lyng 2004; Bakken & Borg 2008; Öhrn 2012)—and, since the late 1990s, subject-specific repertoires and practices (Nystrand 1997; Boaler 1997; Mortimore & Scott 2003; Ødegaard & Klette 2012; Berge & Ingerman 2016). All the approaches listed, and especially the latter (e.g. subject specific approaches), correspond to the didactic classroom studies of the present volume. Today, classroom research designs serves as the methodological grounds for at least three distinct research traditions, which, as Erickson (2006)
argues, are (i) discourse or interaction analyses, which centre on micro-analyses of language and communication; (ii) process or product approaches, which concentrate on functional classroom interaction and activities; and (iii) teachers’ professional knowledge or pedagogical content knowledge, in which the main interests are interaction, the activities linked to the subject matter, and meaning-making linked to content. This concluding essay is especially concerned with the latter position, the use of subject-specific investigations of Swedish primary and secondary school classrooms and beyond.

While video recordings were used in some of early classroom studies (see Sherin 2004), videos were never part of a common toolbox, and for a long time (with the exception of the TIMSS Video Study), audio, together with field notes, classroom diaries, and/or predefined observation schemes, was the basic methodological instrument when gathering *in situ* classroom data. Recent developments in video technology, with small, miniaturised, discrete cameras that support software tools for analysis, together with improvements in methodologies and an integrated methodological design, however, have enabled the combination of in-depth data from classrooms with large-scale data sets, such as student questionnaires and achievement scores (Fischer & Neumann 2012; Klette 2015). Nested, integrated designs and new technologies have paved the way for a new wave of classroom studies along the lines of large-scale classroom studies—hence the Measuring Effectiveness in Teaching (MET) study (MET project 2012), the OECD TALIS Video Study (Decristan et al. 2015; OECD 2016), and the Linking Instruction and Achievement study (Klette et al. 2017). Targeted, subject-specific studies (see for example, Grossman et al. 2013; Lipowsky et al. 2009) have further fuelled interest in classroom research as a way of understanding teaching and learning processes. The contributions to the present volume feed into this with their spectrum of classroom data (videos, field notes, interviews, textual and visual resources, tasks, and, in some cases, achievement scores) used to gauge the multiple meanings of institutional classroom teaching and learning.

Alongside this move in research design, there is plainly considerable consensus on the analytical approaches and frameworks for analysing
teaching and learning processes, with an emphasis on teaching and learning as normative and institutional activities that occur at the intersection between the content involved and accompanying students’ or teachers’ interactions. Thus, frameworks for analysing the dimensions of teaching and learning need to be sensitive to a range of dimensions such as cognitive demands and challenges, pupils’ or students’ and teachers’ communication patterns, and clarity of instruction. These also include teachers’ use of instructional activities and scaffolding techniques, and a classroom climate that creates an environment of trust and is open to students’ perspectives and needs. If we examine the various frameworks (see, for example, Seidel & Shavelson 2007; Lipowsky et al. 2009; Kane & Staiger 2012; Klette 2015; Nilsen & Gustafsson 2016), five dimensions stand out as especially critical in understanding the key features of classroom teaching and learning: instructional clarity, cognitive demand and activation, discourse features, a supportive climate, and activity structure.

These five dimensions of classroom processes, as distinct analytical approaches—for features of classroom discourse and meaning-making, see, for example, Mortimore and Scott (2003)—or as a coherent framework operationalised at the level of an observation manual—the CLASS observation manual (Pianta et al. 2008), say, or the Framework For Teaching manual (Danielsson 2011)—are often understood as the common analytical ground in today’s studies of classroom teaching and learning. Despite their shared basis, however, analytical frameworks vary in how targeted and subject-specific they are, their units of analysis, how fine-grained they are, and whether their primary focus is the teachers’ or the students’ actions. They further differ in their theoretical and conceptual grounding of teaching and learning and their procedures for analysis. The current volume feeds into this discussion, representing both generic and subject-specific classroom studies and using analytical framings that relate to the entire spectrum listed.

In this essay, I thus comment on the research ambition of the present volume by summarising developments in classroom research designs, especially how recent developments in video design have contributed to renewing and thus vitalising this area of research,
including the contributions represented in this volume. I then discuss how the present essays relate to the spectrum of analytical dimensions listed above, or, in other words, how empirical enquiries into subject specificity and unit of analysis turn on conceptions of learning and theoretical approaches.

A new generation of video studies

Scholars agree that video analysis has multiple and significant advantages in developing our understanding of teaching and learning processes (Hiebert 2003; Janík & Seidel 2009; Fischer & Neumann 2012). Clarke and colleagues argue that video recordings ‘…provide a much richer portrayal of classroom practices than would be possible from any single analysis’ (2006, 6). Drawing on video documentations from science classrooms, Fischer and Neumann (2012) claim that video studies are especially interesting for probing quality in teaching, because such studies can capture pupils’ and teachers’ behaviours in one package.

Video can reveal classroom practices more clearly, facilitate the discovery of new alternatives, and stimulate discussions about the pedagogical choices in each classroom, so deepening educators’ understandings of teaching. Video also facilitates the study of complex processes and the integration of qualitative and quantitative analyses. It enables coding from multiple perspectives, and new ways of communicating findings and results. Furthermore, video data can be stored in a form that allows subsequent and novel analyses, fruitful data combinations, and collaborative analyses. Video studies have proved to be valuable tools for investigating instruction both at the level of individual teachers and in larger studies involving samples of teachers from a country or region, as well as between countries or regions. Video analysis allows the identification of subject-specific patterns of instruction and cultural scripts (Stigler & Hiebert 1999).

The growing interest in video can be traced to the rapid development of technology that allows easy storage and online streaming. Video equipment is now miniaturised, portable, remote controlled, and operated by researchers or teachers themselves, thus making such
studies feasible and less intrusive on everyday life in the classroom. New technologies have been matched by major developments in coding and processing, software for video data analysis (for example, Studio Code, Interact, Observer XT), and systems and infrastructure that facilitate the sharing of data and targeted and integrative analyses.

One of the benefits of video capture or video data from classrooms is that it enables analyses that combine the subject-specific and generic features of teaching and learning. Video data also provide opportunities to combine different analytical and theoretical approaches to the same data set. Berge and Ingerman (2016), for example, combine variation theory and conversation analysis to understand the features of science teaching and learning among undergraduates. Likewise, Ødegaard & Klette (2012) combine process–product approaches in teaching and learning (instructional format and activity structures) with subject-specific dimensions (conceptual language used, quality of explanations, etc.) when analysing science teaching in Norwegian secondary school classrooms. In the present volume, Rocksén uses different timescales and units of analysis to discuss how pupils’ science-related talk develops over time and across sequences of lessons, arguing that several measuring points and a variety of timescales are relevant to understanding how pupils learn.

Recent reviews of coding protocols and frameworks for analysing classroom data (Klette & Blikstad-Balas 2018; Bell et al. in press) have emphasized how analytical frameworks and coding procedures might differ in analytical focus and granularity, in generic versus subject-specific frameworks, and in views and conceptualizations of teaching and learning. Methodological variation needs to be considered too. This refers to how ‘different observation systems’ (Bell et al. in press) differ in their time segments for coding, explicitness of rubrics and scales for analyses and scoring, and required training and certification. I use these aspects here to evaluate the research goal of the present volume by comparing empirical outcomes with the theoretical and methodological approaches employed.
Analytical frameworks

Developments in video design, then, have paved the way for a renewed interest in shared analytical frameworks and observation schemes when analysing the features of teaching. Earlier observation schemes and protocols were primarily mapping surface structure of teaching and learning (Siedel & Prenzel 2006) and/or trivial aspects of classroom teaching and learning (Ko & Simmons 2010; Scheerens 2014). More recent protocols and frameworks are more targeted, and capture either generic (Pianta et al. 2008; Danielsson 2011) or more subject-specific (Hill et al. 2008; Grossman et al. 2013) aspects of teaching and learning. They have also been thoroughly validated in large-scale empirical studies (Archer et al. 2012), and their consistency is strengthened by the elaboration of procedures for scoring and coding that meet specific certification and training requirements. The different analytical frameworks or protocols might also vary in terms of the aforementioned factors—views on teaching and learning, units of analysis, and teacher and/or pupil/student focus.

The essays in the present volume illustrate different ways of handling these challenges, but none of them use a standard observation protocol or framework. On the contrary, each of the studies uses its own analytical and conceptual framework, consistent with the existing analytical approaches in its respective theoretical tradition (variation theory, interaction analysis, semiotic analysis, etc.), or it draws on existing practices, consistent with prior research conducted in its respective area (for example, Lilja & Claesson, Kilhamn et al.). Below, I comment on the dimensions of the analyses used in the current volume, and argue how the various frameworks and approaches might produce new and significant, but also different and possibly inconsistent findings, guided in my exercise by the following factors: views on teaching and learning, units of analysis, analysing teachers’ actions versus pupils’ actions, generic versus subject-specific analyses, and individual analyses versus joint analyses.
Views on teaching and learning

The essays presented in this volume use a broad spectrum of theories of learning when investigating classroom teaching and learning, spanning everything from socio-cultural and dialogic approaches to learning, semiotic analysis, and variation theory, to more subject-specific theories required when learning mathematics, for example, as mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) (see Ball et al. 2008).

Variation theories and semiotic analyses feature in four out of the nine essays. Kullberg and Skodras, like Ingerman and Booth, use variation theories in their analytical approach, whereas Sofkova Hashemi and Hipkiss both draw on social semiotic analyses. However, while drawing on the same theoretical grounding and framework, the analyses as practices in the same tradition differ radically in scale and preferred analytical concepts. Ingerman and Booth, for example, analyse meaning-making in shared discussions of a joint problem in physics education, showing how groups of students vary in the way they deal with the problem at hand. The authors argue that a more fruitful discussion might occur if the groups were composed more carefully, or if they had a more careful combination of students and tasks that had the appropriate relevance and levels of difficulty. Thus, the authors use variations in content-related communication and discussion as their analytical tools. Kullberg and Skodras also drawing on variation theory, focus on teachers’ selection and use of examples in middle-school mathematics classrooms to discuss how the different ways of using and displaying examples provide substantially different learning experiences for the pupils. The authors state that the teachers’ careful selection, use and presentation of examples, supported by a clear conceptual focus, are decisive for the pupils’ opportunities to experience the content in question. The authors’ analytical focus is the selection of examples and supporting visual models and accompanying discussions as representations for possible pathways of content learning in mathematics. Drawing on the same theoretical framework (for example, variation theory), Ingerman and Booth see difficulty level and group composition as constraints to possible learning, whereas Kullberg and Skodras
highlight the ways of representing content, as illustrated by the teachers’ use of examples as critical for learning. Thus, the authors do not use joint concepts in their empirical inquiries, but rather use variation design (systematic comparison of similar cases and units) as a key strategy. Contrary to many other theoretical traditions that built their analysis around some key concepts or dimensions and categories to be studied (such as types of questions, use of uptake and responses, and turn-taking in interaction analyses), variation theories allow a systematic comparison between two or more similar cases. However, the unit of analysis and key concepts pursued differ substantially.

Two essays, Sofkova Hashemi and Hipkiss, use semiotic theoretical perspectives to underscore an analogous argument. Although drawing on related theoretical frames and views of learning, they use different key categories and concepts in their analyses. Sofkova Hashemi categorises semiotic resources and tools in terms of type and the relative distribution of time spent on writing, speaking, listening, and so on seen in the different classrooms, and qualifies these activities according to multidimensional criteria. Hipkiss, who also draws on semiotic analyses, uses concepts and categories such as monologues, dialogic exchanges and participatory exchanges, together with spatial features, to analyse interpersonal interaction and differential spatial affordances in the classroom. As such, Hipkiss’ categories and lenses for analysing her data share more similarities with the concepts used in the essays in which socio-cultural theories (Osbeck) and theories of communication (Rocksén) are the preferred theoretical perspective. The analyses in Osbeck’s and Rocksén’s essays use conceptual categories, such as open-ended and closed questions, inferential utterances, interpretative utterances (Osbeck), and dialogues versus monologues and teacher-directed dialogues (Rocksén)—all concepts that are not far from those deployed by Hipkiss, drawing on semiotic analyses.

The point to be made here is twofold. First, similar studies with similar theoretical perspectives do not necessarily share a conceptual framework, operationalisation, or reported levels of analysis. Variation theory and social semiotics representing two distinct
theoretical traditions offer a set of approaches (variation theory) or a set of concepts/conceptual categorisations that both provide a large degree of freedom when researchers conduct their analysis. Thus, categories at the empirical level may differ substantially between researchers belonging to the similar traditions and pursuing similar theoretical goals.

Second, because of the discrepancies between the theoretical and empirical definitions of categories in the essays, it is tempting to follow the suggestion by Thomas (2007) and Hammersley (2012) that we should look closer at the ‘language games’ played when referring to theoretical frameworks or theorising. A conceptual level that is closer to the actual analytical work may provide the template for exploring how different categories delineate similar or different phenomena and how they process outcomes, as well as the extent to which these are consistent with higher-order theoretical concepts. This endeavour is only partly done in the present volume. Such an approach that is close to the data and analyses might contribute to strengthening cross-case analyses and syntheses when conducting didactic classroom studies; therefore, it also contributes to more systematic and programmatic research to understand the different theoretical traditions and conceptualisations that teaching and learning might add to our understanding of the formal processes in classroom learning, as will be seen when considering individual analyses versus joint analyses below.

**Units of analysis**

The essays differ in granularity and unit of analysis, thus putting conceptual demands on both researchers and readers. While a holistic research design (Day et al. 2010b) might have the goal of grasping the multidimensional and complex character of classroom learning, it often suffers from grasping surface aspects (Seidel & Prenzel 2006) of classroom teaching and learning, thus tending to reproduce what we already know (Hammersley 2008). Being explicit about the unit of analysis is one way to reduce these complexities. The unit of analysis could be a single pupil or student, a group of pupils or the entire class,
or the teacher or teachers. However, it could also be a single task or a problem-solving phase, or how different series and time segments might produce different conditions for learning, such as the example used by Rocksén in this volume. Preferences connected to the unit of analysis will, however, have strong implications on the empirical focus, the selection of the data required and the presentation of the data.

In the present volume, the unit of analysis focuses on an adjusted version of the didactic triad—teachers’ and students’ activities, communication and meaning-making linked to a specific content. Kullberg and Skodras, Osbeck, and to an extent Lilja and Claesson are explicit about using teachers as their basic unit of analysis: they draw on data from mathematics or religious education classrooms, as well as look across different classrooms (Lilja & Claesson). Kullberg and Skodras, as well as Osbeck, are explicit about teachers’ use of examples as their basic unit of analysis. They differ in their ambition of scale, however. Kullberg and Skodras link teacher strategies to targeted analyses of variations in teachers’ use of examples (and supporting scaffolding strategies), and they show how teaching strategies (use of examples in mathematics) and aspects of the content together shed light on pupils’ opportunities to learn. Osbeck, on the other hand, discusses teachers’ orchestration of classroom communication by using teachers’ and pupils’ joint classroom talk as the pitch of her analysis, operating on the level of the community or group and on a more aggregated level.

Lilja and Claesson, as a third example, investigate teachers’ ability to move between instructional strategies as a focal unit for analysing teachers’ capacity to maintain discipline in the classroom. However, the way they have conceptualised order and discipline, together with the level of detail, tends to produce rather generic knowledge. A more systematic, targeted focus and unit of analysis might have produced stronger evidence for the claims they make.

*Teachers’ actions, students’ actions, or both?*

Three of the essays in this volume explicitly focus on students’ or pupils’ actions (Sofkova Hashemi, Ingerman & Booth, Hipkiss), one essay focuses on teachers’ actions only (Kullberg & Skodras) and
the five other essays focus on both pupils’ and teachers’ actions. As teachers or pupils seldom engage in stand-alone activities but take part in a chain of interactions and interlinked relationships and activities, scholars conducting classroom research need to situate their analyses in a larger landscape and segments of actions and meaning. To analyse learning from pupils’ perspective, one most often needs to include the teacher’s activities and utterances, as well as those of the other pupils, so that the processes can be understood. Social semiotic analyses, as performed in this volume (Sofkova Hashemi, Hipkiss), represent a distinct approach for keeping track of pupils’ perspectives, I would argue, even when teachers’ actions are included in the analyses. Their conceptual framing and categories seem to work well when keeping track of the pupils and keeping them in focus. As content cannot be analysed alone, it moves at the intersection between the three key partners—the pupils, the teachers, and the content involved—several of the essays in this volume include the focal content in their analyses. There is, however, as I have argued elsewhere (Klette 2007), a danger for privileging interaction at the cost of in-depth analyses of the content, thus reducing content learning to interaction and communication patterns.

**Generic versus subject-specific**

Most of the essays argue for a subject-specific approach using the didactic triad as a baseline for their study. Some essays work at the intersection of content and teacher actions, whereas others are interested in how pupils might engage with content as their primary interest. Only one of the essays uses what might be called a subject-specific framework when analysing the focal content: this is Kilhamn et al.’s essay, which draws on mathematical knowledge for teaching, developed by Ball and colleagues (Ball et al. 2008). Whilst not representing subject-specific approaches, variation theory, and social semiotics, three essays in this volume (Osbeck, Ingerman & Booth, Sofkova Hashemi), however, come close to subject- and content-specific analyses, as they draw on a theoretical grounding and a conceptual toolbox that nurture content-related analyses.
These frameworks (variation theory, theory of semiotics) are not subject specific; they are generic and could be applied to all types of content areas. In these cases, the conceptual specificity, together with the granularity, however, produce targeted and thus subject-relevant analyses.

Internationally, several scholars argue for the need for subject specificity when analysing the qualities of classroom teaching and learning. Hill and Grossman (2013) argue that if classroom analyses were to achieve the goal of supporting teachers in improving their teaching, these frameworks must be subject specific and involve content expertise. This will enable teachers to provide information that is relevant for their situation-specific teaching objectives, regardless of whether these are student participation, algebra learning, or group problem-solving. Blömeke et al. (2015) show how a combination of generic factors and subject-specific factors (in their case, mathematics) is required for producing valid knowledge about how different teaching factors contribute to student learning. Klette et al. (2017) use a specific analytical framework (targeted for English-language arts education) to capture both subject-specific and generic goals when analysing the features of Norwegian-language arts and mathematics instruction. One goal in the Klette et al. (2017) study is to analyse how and to what extent subject-specific frameworks might work across different content areas.

Individual versus programmatic analyses

As already mentioned, none of the essays in the present volume systematically develop or draw on the same analytical framework. A more programmatic approach might be required to produce sustainable and robust findings when trying to understand the critical components in classroom teaching and learning. The relational dynamics between classroom teaching and learning are not well understood, and integrated frameworks ‘that link instructional activities and procedures (the how) with thematic patterns (the what) and mode of interactions (the who)’ (Klette 2007, 148) are needed. One promising way to go forward in the field of didactic
A new generation of classroom studies is to use a more programmatic approach in which researchers with a shared tradition, view of teaching, and learning or subject expertise area address a set of questions and analytical approaches systematically and over time.

Like Grossman and Macdonald (2008), I would argue that to advance in the area of didactic classroom studies our next step should be to move beyond single case studies towards more programmatic research that addresses a set of critical questions over time and in different settings and subject areas. To this end, we need integrative and synthesising manoeuvres that can summarise how different frameworks and conceptual enquiries might produce patterns and possible findings, as well as the use of these to investigate how the range of such findings might vary across contexts, subjects, groups of students, classrooms, and school environments. Likewise, we need common analytical frameworks and instruments that can discern the possible impacts and implications of these across sites and classroom settings. Using variation design to systematically investigate the role of group discussions and the role of examples for learning across school years, subject areas and groups of students could be one way to pursue such a goal. Applying different analytical frameworks and conceptual framings in examining the features and challenges in a specific subject area, such as algebra learning, could be another way. A third approach could be using the same analytical framework in different topics and subjects to push our understanding of the potential power of a specific feature of classroom learning, such as classroom discussion. Reviews of research on the impact of classroom discourses, for example, point to mixed and rather inconsistent findings (Howe & Abedin 2013) about when classroom discourses are productive or are not of critical interest.

A future for content-focused classroom studies

The present volume presents a solid, empirically grounded attempt to understand the complexities of classroom teaching. A special value is how the different contributions take on the challenge of setting out analysis that moves at the intersection of teachers, students, and
the content involved. Unlike similar studies, this volume seriously considers the role of content and how the content in classroom learning might produce rather different contexts for learning. One of its strengths, of course, is the spectrum of theoretical perspectives applied by the authors.

Classrooms and students vary, and subject-specific and targeted analyses are required to make this research useful for teachers. We need information about how the features of classroom teaching and learning might work for different types of students, group compositions, and types of learning goals, regardless of whether they are cognitive, social, motivational, and so on. For this, multiple frameworks and instruments are required. Thus, the next phase for didactic classroom studies might be what I have described as a programmatic approach to classroom studies, systematically investigating the key features of classroom teaching and learning across years, content areas, environments, and groups of students.
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